Russian successor, the FSB—but this was usually in a generic, not specific, sense. Why the change?
It could be, of course, because the UK knows for certain that it was the GRU that targeted the Skripals. But it
could equally be that officials simply assumed this because
the GRU was Sergei Skripal’s agency, or because the GRU
was already in the dock in the US for alleged involvement
in hacking. Or it could be because it sounds much scarier
than just saying “intelligence”, or even—though I concede
this is unlikely—to make clear to Vladimir Putin that we are
not blaming him, because the GRU was never “his” agency.
But there is a big contradiction here. On the one hand, the
GRU is being presented as a bunch of duffers, whose decorated and highly qualified agents were booked into an east London dive, behaved badly, were deterred by a bit of snow, abysmally failed in their mission, and now face the wrath of Putin. On the other hand, we are told that the GRU is the crème
de la crème of state agencies, that Russia is mighty and malevolent and that we should be very, very afraid. Which is it?
Lastly, let’s consider the connections that the UK public
is being encouraged to make. Between the two Bellingcat
identifications of Chepiga and Mishkin, a clutch of western states, including the UK and the USA, came out with
a coordinated condemnation of specific cases of Russian
cyber-espionage. One related to the chemical weapons
watchdog, the OPCW, back in April; another to the World
Anti-Doping Agency in Switzerland. All this was presented
to the UK public at least in the context of the Skripal case.
But there is a broader and more obvious explanation for
Russia’s “behaviour” here—which is that, whether in sport
or in matters of chemical weapons, the western allies have
closed ranks to exclude Russia from information it is entitled to as a member of these international organisations. In
such circumstances, wouldn’t you try to find out what was
going on? Might you not also wonder why an apparent attack in an English city was being treated not as a crime—so
a police matter—but as “the first use of a chemical weapon
in Europe since the Second World War”, which allowed it to

be immediately shut behind the impenetrable wall that supposedly protects UK intelligence and state security?
And the point that troubles me. For all the “revelations” of
recent days, we are no further forward in knowing what happened to the Skripals—or to Dawn Sturgess, who remains the
only person to have died, or to her partner, Charlie Rowley,
who has now, like the Skripals and Detective Constable Nick
Bailey, disappeared from the media. The two men caught on
CCTV in Salisbury may indeed be GRU agents—though why
the GRU would squander its brightest and best on such an
apparently incompetently executed operation raises doubts.
But no UK court would convict them of even attempted killing on the “evidence” that has so far been produced.
The CCTV footage from Salisbury has huge lacunae—
though it is established that the cameras were working in
Salisbury that day—and does not include any of the pair
less than 500 m from the Skripals’ house, nor any of the
Skripals themselves. Why not? We still do not know where
they were for most of that Sunday morning, who they might
have met, or for what purpose, or precisely when the presumed attack occurred. Those are huge gaps.
Now, it is also true that Russia’s information machine has
hardly covered itself in glory. Its response to at least some of
the UK accusations have been weak or in dubious taste, to
put it mildly. The RT interview (which was also broadcast on
Russian domestic TV) seemed designed to make the Salisbury “tourists” a laughing stock. And Russia has not been
as vocal as might perhaps have been expected in demanding consular access to Yulia Skripal, which might seem to
cast doubt on its claims of innocence.
But the flaws in the way Russia has presented its case
are not my prime concern. I am in the UK, a British citizen
and a UK journalist, and I find the evidence and the explanations so far offered by our own side in what is becoming an all-out information war both deficient and scandalously short on credibility—and so, I suggest, should you.
Reprinted with permission from The Independent, 10
October 2018.

What lies behind the Chinese ‘spy chip’ scare?
By Richard Bardon

Usually, Western media organisations propagandise
against China, Russia, Iran, et al. with the blessing, and often
at the behest, of their countries’ political and “national security” establishments. It is curious therefore that to keep alive
the Bloomberg News scare-story that Chinese manufacturers
had secretly installed spying hardware in computer equipment
built for Apple, Amazon and other US companies and government departments, the media have virtually blacked out
the denials not only of the allegedly affected corporations,
but of the US intelligence community itself. Whilst corporate
spokesmen have unequivocally denounced the Bloomberg
story, US government officials have been somewhat coy. This,
coupled with the fact that the story emerged amidst a dramatic
escalation of the Trump Administration’s antagonism towards
China,4 points towards the White House and/or intelligence
community having orchestrated the story themselves after all,
to help build up an enemy image of China in the minds of
the American public—albeit in such a manner as to provide
them “plausible deniability” when it is debunked.
Under the headline “The Big Hack: How China used a
tiny chip to infiltrate US companies”, Bloomberg’s Businessweek magazine reported 4 October that in mid-2015, Amazon had hired a Canadian security company to inspect

computer servers sold by US video-compression and data-streaming company Elemental Technologies, which Amazon was in the
process of acquiring. “Nestled
on the servers’ motherboards”,
Bloomberg reported, “the testers
found a tiny microchip, not much
bigger than a grain of rice, which
wasn’t part of the boards’ original
design.” When reported to US authorities, the discovery “[sent] a
shudder through the intelligence community”, Bloomberg
continued, because Elemental’s servers were used in Department of Defence data centres; the Central Intelligence Agency’s (CIA) drone program; and the on-board networks of US
Navy warships. Supermicro, the company that built the servers for Elemental, is the world’s largest supplier of motherboards, and according to Bloomberg has 900 customers in
100 countries. It is based in California’s Silicon Valley, and
the Elemental servers were apparently assembled there; but
its motherboards are almost all made by subcontractors in
China, which Bloomberg’s anonymous sources (of which it
claimed seventeen in all, including “six current and former
Continued page 14
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personal vice-grip. MBS is minister of defence; head of a newly created commission that controls the entire Saudi economy,
including the oil and gas sector; and his father’s designated
successor. He has kept hundreds of rival princes under house
arrest, has confiscated their bank accounts, and launched a
crackdown on all dissent.
Within the US intelligence and diplomatic community,
there is widespread scepticism of MBS, because of his pursuit of the genocidal war in Yemen, his blockade of fellow
Gulf Cooperation Council state Qatar, and his bungled effort
to oust Prime Minister Saad Hariri of Lebanon last year. But
MBS has a strong friend at the White House in the person of
Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law and senior adviser. Kushner had cultivated a personal relationship with MBS even before the latter was named Crown Prince. As minister of defence and aviation, MBS is behind Saudi Arabia’s planned
purchase of US$110 billion in US military equipment. For
the time being, Trump has bought into the view that MBS is
“our man in Riyadh”.
Once it was clear that Khashoggi had indeed been murdered by a team of 15 Saudi agents, who arrived in Ankara shortly before his appointment at the consulate, Trump
dispatched Secretary of State Mike Pompeo to Riyadh to
meet with the King and with MBS. His blunt message: This
is a serious mess that must be cleaned up within 72 hours.
It was right after Pompeo’s visit, that the Saudis owned up
to the fact that Khashoggi had been killed inside the consulate. Two top Saudi intelligence officials, linked closely
to MBS, were fired, and 18 underlings arrested. They may

be charged with Khashoggi’s murder.
Will that be enough to satisfy the international community or the US Congress? The answer to that question is not
yet known.
What is clear is that, whatever the motive behind the murder, it was an act of supreme stupidity and arrogance on the
part of the Saudi court. US intelligence sources believe that
whoever ordered the killing—and they strongly suspect it
was MBS, but cannot yet prove it—assumed that Washington
would step in and limit the damage. They further assumed that
Erdogan could be bought off and would help make Khashoggi’s killing quietly fade away. But in the age of social media,
24-hour news cycles, and intense global political warfare, the
assumption that the murder could be swept under a Turkish
rug was insane.
The torture and killing of Khashoggi took place a month
before the US midterm Congressional elections. Washington
Post owner Jeff Bezos, an enemy of Trump, was also the employer of Khashoggi, who moved to the United States a year
ago, after becoming a critic of MBS. Khashoggi wrote columns
for the Post and was in the process of getting permanent residency status. He apparently planned to travel back and forth
between the USA and Turkey. The Washington Post has been
using Khashoggi’s murder to skewer Trump and the Republicans, in hopes of diminishing Republican chances to retain
a majority in Congress on 6 November.
Fallout from the murder of Khashoggi will continue for
weeks and months. It is too soon to tell whether MBS, with
backing from the White House, will survive.

What lies behind the Chinese ‘spy chip’ scare?
From page 12

senior national security officials”) said is where the spying
chips had been inserted—“by operatives from a unit of the
People’s Liberation Army”, no less.
According to Bloomberg, “During the ensuing top-secret probe [by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and other agencies], which remains open more than three years later, investigators determined that the chips allowed the attackers to create a stealth doorway into any network that
included the altered machines. … One official said investigators found that it eventually affected almost 30 companies, including a major bank, government contractors, and
the world’s most valuable company, Apple Inc. … Three senior insiders at Apple say that in the summer [i.e. June-August] of 2015, it, too, found malicious chips on Supermicro
motherboards.” One source, described as a former US intelligence official, is quoted that because Supermicro hardware is virtually ubiquitous, “attacking Supermicro motherboards is like attacking [Microsoft operating system] Windows. It’s like attacking the whole world”.
No investigation or evidence
Every organisation named in the report, however, has denied that the “hardware hack” ever happened. Supermicro
said in a press release that “we are not aware of any investigation regarding this topic nor have we been contacted by any
government agency in this regard.” Amazon posted a statement on its website the same day the Bloomberg story was
published, which said: “At no time, past or present, have we
ever found any issues relating to modified hardware or malicious chips in SuperMicro motherboards in any Elemental or
Amazon systems. Nor have we engaged in an investigation
with the government.” There was indeed an external security
review, but it “did not identify any issues with modified chips
or hardware … [and it] was the sole external security report
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commissioned. Bloomberg has admittedly never seen our
commissioned security report nor any other (and refused to
share any details of any purported other report with us).” Apple stated that it too had “never found malicious chips, ‘hardware manipulations’ or vulnerabilities purposely planted in
any server … [nor] had any contact with the FBI or any other agency about such an incident. We are not aware of any
investigation by the FBI, nor are our contacts in law enforcement.” The company even wrote a letter to the US Congress
on 8 October stating that ever since Bloomberg first contacted them about the alleged malicious chips in October 2017,
“we methodically dispelled the often-shifting nature of their
claims … [and] our internal investigations directly contradict
every consequential assertion made in the article.”
The FBI and Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
have also denied the story, though comparatively weakly. FBI
Director Christopher Wray, in 10 October testimony to the
Senate Homeland Security Committee, advised committee
chairman Sen. Ron Johnson to “be careful what you read”,
and implied that no investigation had taken place, just as
Amazon and Apple had stated. But Wray invoked the FBI’s
policy never to confirm nor deny that an investigation is under way, to avoid saying so directly. Similarly, Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen told the committee that the
DHS had no evidence to support the article and “no reason
to doubt what the companies have said”, only to add: “We
continue to look into it. What I can tell you though is it is a
very real and emerging threat that we are very concerned
about.” Given the Trump Administration’s increasingly hostile rhetoric, it may reasonably be presumed that these equivocal statements are tailored to let doubts linger, and encourage the media to persist with the story despite the dearth of
evidence—including the alleged chips themselves, none of
which has yet been shown to the public.
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